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How the Model Does Response-

Selection 

Response-selection reflects the 

formation of a peak of activation within 2-

dimensional WM fields.  

These fields integrate the 

representations of the stimulus and 

response dimensions to form S-R 

mappings for a particular task along 

continuous metric dimensions.   

Peaks of activation in WM emerge 

through locally-excitatory and laterally-

inhibitory interactions.  Critically, these 

interactions are non-linear: only neurons 

with activity above an activation 

threshold participate.  

DNFs can be in an ‘off’ or ‘on’ state. 

Executive Function and 

Response Selection 
 Executive functioning (EF): humans’ 

ability to perform a myriad of flexible, 

goal-oriented behaviors.  

Response selection (RS): the voluntary 

choice of an action based on individual 

goals or task-demands and incoming 

sensory information.   

 EF is commonly viewed as an a-modal 

central processor which mediates or 

regulates other cognitive functions such 

as RS (Anderson et al. 2005; Meyer & 

Kieras, 1997).   

 However, we present a theory of EF 

and RS that moves beyond traditional 

accounts by couching these behaviors in 

neural population dynamics using a real-

time dynamic neural field model. 

 Within this framework, EF and RS is 

an emergent property of the dynamics of 

working-memory (WM) and attention.  
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The Dual-Task Paradigm 

 The dual-task paradigm is commonly 

used to explore EF and RS because of 

the complex task demands. 

A central finding is dual task costs: 

RTs increase  when two tasks are 

performed simultaneously compared 

to when they are performed alone; 

with practice these costs can be 

reduced and sometimes eliminated 

(Hazeltine et al. 2006).  

 By capitalizing on the dynamics of 

WM and attention between different 

modalities, we present a first step 

toward a general account of EF and RS 

that is grounded in the details of local 

information processing. 

The Task We Used 

Visual-Manual (V-M): categorizing 

types of bugs, foods, and trees (words 

such as ant, soup, cedar) to response 

buttons.  Auditory-Vocal (A-V): vocally 

saying “one”, “two”, or “three” to low, 

medium and high pitch tones. 

 There were 16 sessions of practice. 

Predictions 
Metrics matter:  traditional theories (ACT-R and 

EPIC) do not address the role of stimulus or 

response similarity, but it is a central feature of the 

dynamic fields used in this model. 

Dynamics of modalities matter:  different dynamics 

were used for the A-V WM field and V-M WM field 

which should have observable effects on behavior in 

other WM or attention tasks (e.g., V-M / V-M tasks). 

How the Model Captures the Data: 

 Different learning rates are produced through a critical difference in the dynamics between the A-

V WM field and the V-M WM fields (all of the LTM dynamics were the same). 

 The A-V has a faster time-scale of activation which allows the accumulation of LTM to have a 

stronger effect on the time-course of building a peak of activation. 

 Dual-task costs result from a slowing of activation of the ‘On’ nodes through their inhibitory 

competition; these costs are learned away as LTM boosts activation for these nodes which 

overcomes their competition and allows the RTs for the two tasks to reach the same level as in the 

single-task situation. 

Implementing Executive Control 

 ‘Control’ nodes (‘On’ nodes) boost the activation 

of WM fields closer to threshold (i.e., boost 

attention) when a stimulus is presented.  This 

supports the construction of a peak capturing the 

representation of a response to a given stimulus. 

 Critically, ‘On’ nodes are competitive; they 

inhibit one another when active.  This dampens 

activation of some nodes over others when 

simultaneous inputs are present and leads to 

dual-task costs.   

Architecture of the Dynamic Neural Field Model 

Implementing Learning 

Long-term memory (LTM) accumulates as 

decisions (peaks) are made which increases the 

activity associated with particular S-R mappings in 

the WM fields. This is a form of Hebbian learning. 

LTM also boosts activation of the control nodes, 

leading to a decrease in RT over learning. 

Figure 1:  Architecture of model and 

sequence of events during a dual-task 

trial 

Activation of the control nodes over 

time is shown in the top panel.  The 

level of activation in the WM fields is 

depicted by the color in the inset 

scale.   

Panel A shows the S-R mappings for 

different tasks.   

Panel B shows the presentation of a 

stimulus.  This is given as a ridge for 

the stimulus feature value which 

projects across all possible 

responses. 

Panels C show peaks of activation 

representing responses to the visual 

and auditory stimuli 

Panel D shows the accumulation of 

LTM from the execution of these 

responses 

Discussion 
• The model captured the behavioral effects of 

interest: differential learning rates between the A-

V and V-M tasks, dual task costs, and overall 

reduction of costs across learning. 

• These effects emerged from cascading 

neural dynamics and not from a discrete 

processing stage or from a-modal EF.   

• Control in this model is “dumb” in that the ‘On’ 

nodes only care about the presence of a 

stimulus, not the details of local information 

processing which is off-loaded to WM.  

• This relatively simplified model is powerful 

because it captures very complex behavior over 

learning with no manipulations to the learning 

dynamics for the different tasks.   
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